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Spiritual Warfare 2009-09 god s healing and delivering power are at work in the lives of christians today he desires to set
people free from their painful past and deliver them from the snares of the enemy with more than 30 years of experience
conducting spiritual warfare seminars and testimonies from thousands proclaiming their freedom jerry and sherill piscopo have
written a groundbreaking definitive guide to spiritual warfare deliverance and personal healing with scriptural foundation and
revelation they provide straightforward understanding and help for christians everywhere a powerful link exists between bitter
root judgments unforgiveness curses and personal healing there are direct correlations between strongholds yokes bondages
and spiritual oppression the piscopo s dispel myths about deliverance and give balanced insights on personal healing they
explain the biblical interaction of body soul and spirit and spiritual forces with sound doctrine and teaching they take the
mystery and stigma out of spiritual warfare every christian and ordained minister needs to read this book and gain greater
ability to bring inner healing to oneself and to god s people dr bill hamon christian international ministries network and
bestselling author decades of experience combined with a rare grasp of the scriptures have prepared the piscopo s to equip
your life and inspire your faith as few others can dr david cannistraci gateway city church san jose california put the book to
work in small group ministry the contents contain a ready made curriculum dealing with aspects of character that can be
studied week by week john and paula sandford elijah house ministries and bestselling authors drs jerry and sherill piscopo
oversee evangel christian churches evangel ministries international are founders of evangel association of churches and
ministries and chancellors of destiny schools of ministry all schools are licensed by the state of michigan and accredited by
accredited commission international
Spiritual Warfare for Every Christian 1995-06 simply one of the best books on spiritual warfare available god has called
christians to overcome the world and drive back the forces of evil and darkness at work within it spiritual warfare isn t just
casting out demons it s spirit controlled thinking and attitudes dean delivers a no nonsense both feet planted on the ground
approach to the unseen world includes study guide
Incessant Warfare 2011-08 incessant warfare a critical history of spiritual warfare through the ages presents both biblical and
historical evidence of the continuing battle between god and the forces of evil bringing to bear a quarter century of study of
the issues chinaka samuel domnwachuku shows how this evidence supports the claim that god has called his church to take up
arms in this battle he explains how the church s theology and practice can engage and overcome the forces opposing god
because god fights this battle in all times and places incessant warfare draws upon people s experiences recorded in the bible
witnessed in history and lived in contemporary cultures in europe africa and the americas the focus remains on experience and
does not dwell on speculation incessant warfare offers a guide to equip all christians with the knowledge they need to face the
challenges that arise in living faithfully in the midst of this struggle both in their service in the church and in their witness in
daily life pastors will find the depth of historical and spiritual insights strengthening their leadership theologians will discover
in this critical history the evidence they need to support their thinking writing and teaching in the end incessant warfare
speaks a word of hope reminding readers that even though the struggle seems long perhaps never ending christians can
remain undaunted in this battle trusting that the power of god ultimately will overwhelm the powers of darkness
Spiritual Warfare and the Armor of God 2021-10-12 armor up take your stand in the word of god the battle belongs to the lord
put on the full armor of god so that you will be able to stand firm against the schemes of the devil ephesians 6 11 have you
recognized the spiritual warfare that surrounds us as christians and as a nation we are in times that we have never known
before these are not the days for casual christianity for we are in an unseen war if we do not recognize our enemy we will
misunderstand where the anger bitterness relational issues despair and fear are coming from those who are not paying
attention to the battle will be deceived in the fight god has given us his weapons to fight this spiritual war in the armor of god
the battle is real the victory is sure you will discover that putting on the armor of god is putting on jesus satan is a liar and a
deceiver and he is well trained in lies and deceit being clothed in god s armor keeps the battle where it belongs in the hands of
our powerful god we can t fight a spiritual war with emotions or the flesh or we will quickly become casualties we must let our
enemy know that we choose to stand our ground against his onslaught and to walk in christ s victory every day
Spiritual Warfare 2014-01-10 too often christians today either sensationalize the subject of spiritual warfare by obsessing over
demon possession exorcisms binding the devil and rebuking demons or they minimize the idea and are unprepared for the real
struggle they face against principalities and powers pastors brian borgman and rob ventura provide a balanced approach that
exposes the fictions and superstitions surrounding this vital doctrine and at the same time reveal the unseen realities of this
struggle basing their battle plan on ephesians 6 10 20 the authors give an overview of the battle a guide to the armor god gives
us and instruction regarding the vital wartime disciplines of prayer and proclamation of the word by learning to think biblically
about this subject christians are enabled to deflect the blows of their adversary fight sin and live god glorifying lives as
followers of jesus table of contents 1 be strong in the lord 2 put on the full armor of god 3 the schemes of the devil 4 the nature
of our conflict 5 the belt of truth 6 the breastplate of righteousness 7 the gospel of peace footwear 8 the shield of faith 9 the
helmet of salvation 10 the sword of the spirit 11 warfare prayer 12 warfare prayer and proclamation 13 spiritual warfare
debriefing appendix 1 the sovereignty of god and satan appendix 2 can a christian be demon possessed appendix 3 pray for
your pastors
Understanding Spiritual Warfare 2012-12-01 the topic of spiritual warfare is an issue of ongoing interest in a number of
sectors of the contemporary church this four view work brings together leading theologians and ministry leaders to present
major views on spiritual warfare in dialogical fashion all authors present their views and then respond to each of the other
views contributors include walter wink with gareth higgins and michael hardin david powlison gregory boyd c peter wagner
and rebecca greenwood this volume provides a balanced irenic approach to a much discussed and often controversial topic
offering a model of critical thinking and respectful dialogue it highlights the differences between contributors discusses a full
range of important topics on the subject and deploys biblical as well as theological arguments
Spiritual Warfare 2006-01-01 through jessie penn lewis we hear the voice of a veteran in the everyday conflict with powers and
principalities her remarkable insights on prayer warfare are thoroughly biblical and intensely practical you can apply the
principles of spiritual battle to the common issues of personal prayer and the daily christian walk
The Evangelical's Guide to Spiritual Warfare 2015-02-10 are you aware of the spiritual battle being waged around you
today the truth is that although spiritual warfare is a major theme in the bible many of us gloss over it or ignore it completely
but 80 percent of the synoptic gospels addresses the battle with evil spirits and jesus and his disciples set a clear example for
believers we cannot afford to practice a powerless christianity in a fallen world in this essential accessible resource former
evangelical seminary professor and missionary charles kraft helps you find your footing in the spiritual battle based on a solid
biblical foundation and on decades of ministry experience this book will help you differentiate between myths and truths about
spiritual warfare recognize the everyday battles taking place around you learn what demons really are and what they actually
do understand the rules for engaging the enemy achieve victory in daily battles with the help of the holy spirit don t let fear
keep you from engaging the spiritual forces at work around you some problems can t be overcome in any other way this book is
a must read for anyone looking to engage in spiritual warfare larry richards author of the full armor of god dr kraft has
removed the veil of mystery that has surrounded deliverance ministry for far too long with truth and honesty he has opened the
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door to the evangelical community and given us the tools to set the captives free tim howard president and founder wellsprings
of freedom international for more than thirty years now dr charles kraft has been studying and writing about spiritual warfare
in this latest book dr kraft summarizes his findings and shares from his years of experience his approach to inner healing and
deliverance ministries this book needs to be read by every student studying spiritual formation by every missiologist engaged
in missionary activities and by every pastor and church worker committed to making healthy disciples of the lord jesus christ
douglas hayward department chair graduate intercultural studies cook school of intercultural studies biola university
personally awakened to the spiritual nature of our christian faith charles kraft calls us to wake up as well this book is a must
read for any who seek to understand god s work in the world today from the vantage point of an evangelical who daily engages
in spiritual warfare scott moreau professor of intercultural studies wheaton college graduate school most christians are blind
to the spiritual realities around us this book pulls back the veil into the unseen world where there is a battle this book will
quickly become a classic charles is steeped in wisdom in the area of spiritual warfare and has dedicated his life to bringing
restoration to the church judith macnutt m a president and co founder christian healing ministries charles kraft has taken a
topic that is still controversial among some in the body of christ spiritual warfare and boiled it down to something we can all
agree on there is an enemy countering expressions of god s love in the lives of believers and lost souls alike that we must
combat jennifer leclaire senior editor at charisma magazine and director of awakening house of prayer in fort lauderdale again
chuck kraft has reminded us that we are at war with a cruel enemy this guide to the warfare reflects dr kraft s passion for god
s people to experience the full measure of the father s love his writing is grace filled balanced thoughtful and practical john
shultz ph d president ashland theogical seminary
Dynamics of Spiritual Warfare 2010-04-21 the book you are holding in your hands is designed to enhance your personal
spiritual breakthrough over the forces of darkness it has both insights and instructions to shape your personal prayer life and
to bring you to a new level of engaging the enemy the clarity of the truth about spiritual warfare contained herein and the
grace of definition applied are a clear indication of the authors personal breakthrough experience in spiritual warfare pastor
emmanuel chanda founder of dunamis motivations and founder of friends of god ministries international johannesburg south
africa
Spiritual Warfare 2009 discusses spiritual warfare and teaches christians how to recognize the deceitful lies of satan in order
to live a victorious life for god
Prayer and Spiritual Warfare: Spiritual Victory for the 21st Century 2014-11-07 spiritual warfare is a reality that faces
christians every day their daily walk with the lord and fight with satan affects every aspect of their life their personal victory
the state of their families their interaction with the world around them and their ultimate service and performance on earth
every christian finds himself harassed and under the relentless hand of the enemy spiritual casualties surround us on every
side luke warmness defeat and compromise seem to be the order of day deep within the heart of every true christian stands a
hunger to please his master this book focuses on that deep cry the spiritual seed within it equips the child of god and steadies
him to a life of spiritual fulfillment in christ as he fights and wins spiritual battles nobody is born a natural spiritual fighter like
any army which recruits soldiers and trains them before releasing them to the battle field the christian soldier likewise has to
be trained his training is crucial knowing that the enemy he is fighting does not give him a chance to train before launching his
attacks prayer and spiritual warfare equips and encourages the believer to effectively stand against the deceptive schemes of
satan by applying scriptural truths it teaches the nature of the spiritual battle what it takes to win battles and weapons that are
used to fight in this warfare it trains god s soldiers to receive and obey orders from the war general god it discloses the
deceptive schemes of the enemy and equips believers to deal with opposition and stand their ground in battle it exalts christ
and points to his role in spiritual warfare it weaves practical modern day 21st century struggles that face christians and the
church as a whole with scriptural truths of god s word to combat spiritual apathy yes christians can fight the enemy with
courage and be the light of the world today
Beautiful Battle 2012-02 warfare hell demons i m just trying to drive my kids to school and stay on top of the laundry what does
any of that have to do with me you ve heard plenty of talk about evil you ve heard about binding satan and breaking
strongholds and calling demons by name you ve heard you should claim your victory in christ but you re not really sure how to
do that this isn t a book about evil with passion and strength mary demuth brings balance and insight to the often murky realm
of spiritual warfare as you embrace the abundant life to which god calls his daughters she ll tell you why your voice matters for
eternity and on the darkest days you ll know that spiritual warfare is about bowing before the creator not cowering before the
devil it s about finding freedom and beauty in the midst of devastation it s about the power of god to heal our hearts to move
mountains to intercede when we re weary it s about crucifixion and a defiant glorious resurrection it s about truth it s about
power join mary in the beautiful battle and be renewed on the journey
The Way of Spiritual Warfare 2015-08-05 there is a war in progress between god and his forces on one side and the devil and
his forces on the other side whether you like it or not you are a part of that war if you have received the lord jesus as your lord
and saviour god has enroled you in his army and expects you to fight for him and with him if you have not yet received the lord
jesus as your lord and saviour then you are on the devil s side fully registered in his army even if you have good intentions if
you do not yet belong to the lord jesus then the devil wants to ensure that you never leave his army if you already belong to the
lord jesus then the devil aims at making you as ineffective as possible using you as a spy to betray the lord jesus you cannot be
neutral by your every thought word and deed you are helping to advance one of the two sides in the conflict with your every
second minute hour and day you are either working with god for the advancement of his army and kingdom or helping the devil
his rival to build his army and kingdom you do well to choose rightly the lord jesus won the great victory over the devil and his
host on the cross we consider it a great privilege to proclaim that victory we are compelled by the very nature of the truth to
present jesus as the saviour teacher deliverer healer and victor even though we have only experienced him as our healer to a
limited degree the great extent to which we have seen him work as the deliverer gives us hope that we shall soon see him move
in a limitless way as the healer i have consulted the books love not the world by watchman nee and war on the saints by jessie
penn lewis as i wrote these messages in addition my experience of walking with christ for 18 years has undoubtedly provided
the ground work for this book as companion volumes to this book we have also written deliverance from demons and the
overthrow of principalities it will be necessary to read these two books to have a complete picture of spiritual warfare as we
see it
Spiritual Warfare 2009-02 being a christian is not a guarantee that you will receive all your heart desires though god wants
you to receive all your heart desires you must conform to the principle of spiritual warfare before you can receive them the
physical is governed by the spiritual for you to control your physical environment you have to win your spiritual warfare if you
want to enjoy good health prosper in the area of marriage prosper financially or receive any desire of yours you must win your
spiritual warfare unfortunately very many people neither know what spiritual warfare really means nor how to wage the war
some even call it warfare prayers though prayer is very important it has nothing to do with spiritual warfare this explains why
many pray so much and still experience lack if spiritual warfare were about prayers you probably wouldn t have any of your
needs unmet because i believe you must have prayed very hard if spiritual warfare is not about prayers what then does it mean
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this book contains a shocking revelation of the actual meaning of spiritual warfare and how to wage the war successfully pastor
chris ojigbani is the senior pastor of covenant singles and married ministries god commissioned him to liberate marriages
through the preaching of the word he and his wife uche who is also involved in the ministry live in lagos nigeria his television
programme singles and married with pastor chris ojigbani is aired on various television stations in many parts of the world he
also conducts interactive marriage seminars in different countries
Spiritual Warfare Strategy 2011-07-19 discover how jesus and the early church overcame the enemy and you can overcome too
we live in a day when the holy spirit is speaking strongly to the churches about aggressively retaking the dominion over
creation that adam forfeited to satan this level of spiritual warfare is a new ministry area to many kingdom minded believers
spiritual warfare strategy provides a biblical and theological rationale as well as practical tools for advancing god s kingdom dr
c peter wagner examines the role spiritual warfare played in christ s ministry and among his first followers and applies it to
today s battle
Everyone's Guide to Demons and Spiritual Warfare 2010 a basic training manual for anyone who wants to understand spiritual
warfare principles and know how to stand against satanic attacks this resource explains that by incorporating demon defying
principles in daily spiritual lives christians can move from bondage into freedom
Spiritual Warfare To Tackle The Enemy 2015-03-30 man that is born of a woman is of a few days and those few days
according to job 14vsl are full of trouble so for him to overcome all these trouble and live a victorious life he must engage in
spiritual warfare and in warfare there are certain things you must understand for example the strength and the weakness of
the enemy you are fighting his strategy his weapon and so on this book presents to you some facts you need to know to carry
out a successful spiritual warfare against the enemy of your soul
Manual for Spiritual Warfare 2014 a fierce war rages for your soul are you ready for battle like it or not you are at war you
face a powerful enemy out to destroy you you live on the battlefield so you can t escape the conflict it s a spiritual war with
crucial consequences in your everyday life and its outcome will determine your eternal destiny you must engage the enemy and
as you fight you need a manual for spiritual warfare this guide for spiritual warriors will help you recognize resist and
overcome the devil s attacks part one preparing for battle answers these critical questions who is satan and what powers does
he have what are his typical strategies who fights him alongside us in battle what spiritual weapons and armor do we possess
how do we keep the enemy out of our camp part two aids in battle provides you these essential resources teaching about
spiritual warfare from scripture and church documents scripture verses for battle wisdom and inspiration from saints who
fought satan prayers for protection deliverance and victory rosary meditations hymns and other devotions for spiritual combat
st paul urges us to fight the good fight of the faith 1 tim 6 12 take this manual for spiritual warfare with you into battle the
beautiful premium ultrasoft gift edition features sewn binding ribbon marker and silver edges
Understanding Spiritual Warfare 2021-04-27 a comprehensive theological guide to everything the bible has to say about
spiritual warfare many christians today are unaware or skeptical of the reality of satan and the role he and his demonic hordes
seek to exert on our lives but if we re to take scripture seriously we can t overlook the biblical assertions about the spiritual
battles between the kingdom of god and the kingdom of the devil the truth is that believers in jesus are certain to encounter
men and women of all ages who are oppressed tormented and tempted by demonic powers in understanding spiritual warfare
theologian and professor sam storms confronts the reality of the spiritual conflict in our midst the threat of the demonic and
how we as christians can respond to such a threat in our own lives and in the lives of others storms explains the biblical
teaching on spiritual warfare and shares numerous personal accounts of victories over the demonic answering question like
who is satan and his demons and how do they act can a christian be demonized how does the authority of christ defeat the
devil and the demonic what is warfare prayer and how can we wield it perfect for any individual or group who wants to grow in
their understanding of spiritual warfare understanding spiritual warfare also serves as a training manual for a ministry of
deliverance and inner healing
Spiritual Warfare Made Simple 2023-03-21 everyone has battles they re fighting and every battle these days feels like a
spiritual battle this book by bill vincent discusses how you can prepare yourself for spiritual warfare vincent reminds us that
prayer alone cannot help and explains what else you can do in addition to prayer he encourages us to study god and prayer for
our spiritual battles to be most effective vincent also reminds us that there is a difference between knowing about god and
knowing god and how we can learn god get ready for battle and learn how to overcome them with spiritual warfare made
simple
The Spiritual Warfare Battle Plan 2017 the only power satan has is what you give him a literal onslaught of principalities
powers rulers of the darkness of this age and spiritual hosts of wickedness in heavenly places is working overtime to fulfill
satan s mission in your life in the spiritual warfare battle plan jennifer leclaire discloses these pestering spirits reveals their
agendas tells how they operate against you provides strategies for resisting them this book will help set you free by shining
light on darkness that many don t know exists victory belongs to us when we follow the holy spirit s battle plan
Strategic Spiritual Warfare-Winning Your Battles within and without(Expanded Version) 2016-09-10 this is a true
story his eye balls were rolling inside his skull as he came out of cecilia s home what is the problem we asked him this is not
the person i use to know because his behavior changed as we began to pray for him he turned violent that three of us could
hardly hold him down about one hundred and forty four demons were cast out of him the last twelve demons refused to leave
as they claimed ownership of this brother we stood our ground that brother paul is a child of god we rebuked and cast them
out reluctantly they left remaining their leader that also left after all false claims this violent brother by now was slain in the
spirit and slept like a baby for quite some time when he woke up he looked surprised wondering what has happened what
happened was that he had gone and laid hands on this said cecilia when he heard her screaming and shouting cecilia was not
born again and had been demon possessed and ran mental for years the junior sister who is a christian shared with us in
fellowship how the demons that visit or that are in her senior sister cecilia one day threw her the junior sister out of her own
room to the outside no hands seen but she was lifted up and thrown out as paul laid hands on her demons transferred into paul
s hand to his body can a christian be demon possessed or demonized oppressed depressed or suppressed more inside this book
this highly edifying book strategic spiritual warfare winning your battles within and without expanded version spiritual warfare
series book 1 is full of revelations and testimonues it is a page turner that will help christians who want to win their battles
within and battles without to execute their covenant rights as god ordained it this book based on the author s actual life
experiences will open your eyes to deep truths revelations about god s promises in living an overcoming life as revealed in
strategic spiritual warfare spiritual warfare battles within christian living christians demonization and deliverance the
discernment of spirits the heavenlies and the battle of the mind satan demons and spiritual prayer warfare live a life of victory
overcome the enemy and break demonic cycleswomen s victory through spiritual warfarespiritual warfare in the end times
fasting and praying breaking covenants nullifying curses ungodly delays vows compassion prayers reading this regularly will
help activate your faith for spiritual warfare increase your revelation knowledge and compassion for souls get a copy today and
also introduce it to your friends families and others
25 Truths About Demons and Spiritual Warfare 2016-10-04 we have been given authority over the power of the enemy
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Truth Or Territory 2015-09-11 this book offers a critique of common spiritual warfare practices including binding satan
renouncing curses spiritual mapping and exorcisms using scripture and scripture alone pastor jim osman shows that true
spiritual warfare is not a battle over territory but a battle for the truth the book is divided into four sections establishing
biblical principles exposing unbiblical practices explaining biblical perspectives and examining a biblical passage a biblical
approach to spiritual warfare recognizes the bible as the sole authority rejects unbiblical and man made methods and rests in
christ and his finished work for victory many in the modern spiritual warfare movement teach a methodology of spiritual
warfare that is more akin to something you would find in a harry potter novel renouncing curses and using prayer mantras to
seize territory than anything described in scripture many of these practices reflect a theology built on anecdotes experience
and interviews with demons rather than a sound exegesis of scripture footnoted quotations of authors like mark bubeck neil t
anderson and others are compared against scripture to show that modern spiritual warfare experts have abandoned the
authority of scripture and opted for man made methods to wage spiritual battle the chapters include a study of the three
enemies that every christian faces the world the flesh and the devil pastor osman answers from scripture the questions can a
christian be demon possessed is christ s authority ours and what about exorcisms one chapter includes a helpful discussion of
the link between spiritual warfare and a believer s sanctification the foreword is written by international conference speaker
justin peters justinpeters org this book is being published as an e book as a fundraiser to finish the new church building of
kootenai community church kootenaichurch org of which jim is one of the pastors all the proceeds go the building fund for the
completion of that project you can see regular updates at truthorterritory com
The Art of Spiritual Warfare 2018-06-21 since the beginning of time a fierce spiritual battle has raged between the forces of
good and evil today the spiritual entities of wickedness are winning burdening countless souls in a world lacerated by evil to
claim victory god is calling us to engage in spiritual warfare as the only way to save the world from the desolation that is sure
to come in these pages theologian venatius oforka explains that we are part of a spiritual web through which god acts to save
souls no longer does god create out of nothing instead he achieves his purposes through the prayers and actions we pour in to
win such a sophisticated war oforka introduces us to the supernatural weapons of war and how we can shape the events that
affect our earthly and eternal destiny from father oforka you will learn how the ministry of intercession can bring salvation to
millions of hopeless soulshow to frustrate the devil s evil schemeshow to free yourself from the encumbrances of the flesh so
you can fully participate in spiritual warfarethe two basic actions christians must undertake to survive evil daysthe profound
advantage you have over satan and his workshow and why god needs intercessors to save soulswhy god requires us to act
before he steps inthe critical role of the angels and the saints in fighting evilthe importance of suffering in spiritual warfarewhy
god needs our prayers to make his kingdom come the art of spiritual warfare is the one book you need to awaken our world
from its spiritual hibernation and to exercise the awesome privilege of working with god in the realization of his kingdom
On Spiritual Combat 2020-05-05 civilization is fighting to survive tragic times on spiritual combat is a spiritual warfare guide
for military members law enforcement officers first responders and all sheepdogs it prepares their hearts and minds for battle
teaching them to identify understand and fight evil forces each day includes powerful readings encouraging scripture
meaningful hymns questions for reflection recommended reading from on combat the seminal resource on physical combat by
dave grossman with god we will rise as virtuous christian warriors who defend and protect the innocent helpless and
oppressed
Spiritual Warfare 2011-07-01 using scripture to unmask satan and reveal his battle plans for defeating christians author ray
stedman shows clearly how satan daily attacks us stedman also offers assurance that in the strong arms and with the mighty
armor of christ we can become more than conquerors knowing that the battle is the lord s christians can take their places in
history s most amazing war story the daily triumph of good over evil
Spiritual Warfare 2001-08-01 resist the enemy s attacks legendary author and bible teacher derek prince explains the battle
that is waging right now between the forces of god and the forces of evil discover the truths about the nature of this battle so
you can put on your defensive armor counter the devil with offensive weapons of attack tear down the enemy s strongholds
learn the key to overcoming satan s assaults help others to do the same your mind is a spiritual battlefield but thanks god you
can learn the enemy s strategies stand up against his schemes and emerge victorious
Prayers for Victory in Spiritual Warfare 2015-09-01 who is the one who overcomes the world but he who believes that jesus
is the son of god 1 john 5 5 if you believe in jesus and have accepted the life he offers through the cross then the world and its
ways shouldn t be able to drag you down but do you still find yourself uncertain how to pray and experience victory pastor tony
evans stands ready to help you put on the full armor of god ephesians 6 11 in this collection of spiritual warfare prayers that
correspond with each piece of armor you ll find hope for your struggles with fear and anxiety broken relationships financial
issues negative habits and addictions pain and illness satan s influence is not the final word for those who through jesus
overcome the world god has given you the resources you need to be victorious and you can access them now through prayer
Impact Warfare 2020-04-30 we live in very troubled and truly unique times spiritual warfare prayer have become two of the
most sought after subjects as many search for answers to their struggles in regard to their faith and with the spiritual battles
and darkness which are becoming more visible in their lives impact warfare is a book written to the church today as the time
and place is here and now for warriors to stand up and to step forward but not just any warriors impact warriors warriors filled
with the holy spirit engaged in prayer and spiritual warfare the way we are meant to engage against the spiritual around us
and the higher entities influencing this world we do not battle against the flesh and we do not battle alone what does the bible
teach about spiritual warfare who are these impact warriors and am i one how are we supposed to wear and wield the armor of
god do we understand what prayer is supposed to be what does prayer have to do with spiritual warfare impact warfare
engaging the end times in dynamic prayer with maximum impact will answer these questions and will be the catalyst to setting
your life on fire for god and in service to jesus christ fully in the holy spirit this book is the first step on a journey into all that
our spiritual warfare prayer was meant to be and which it must be today
God's Chosen 2013 god s chosen understanding spiritual warfare is a book that inspires encourages and teaches christians to
effectively manage warfare and live victoriously for christ it offers christians a fresh look at the basis of putting on god s full
armor and learning to use the means god affords namely his strength and mighty power as believers prepare to fight
triumphantly against evil and wicked forces we come to an understanding of the challenge purpose and outcome of spiritual
warfare putting on god s armor and standing firm in him amply equips us to fight offensively and defensively knowing jesus
fixed the fight in our favor produces confidence to oppose the enemy and remain faithful to god through conscious engagement
in this fight we win against all odds in 2005 during prayer the holy spirit inspired me to write this book on spiritual warfare i
was going through a precarious time and as usual i sought god in prayer and study of the word the holy spirit led me to
ephesians 6 10 18 as i studied and meditated god moved me to begin writing on the subject of warfare during research and
study i discovered there are not enough books addressing this phase of our journey therefore i saw the need to press through
varied attacks to produce this important work
The Non-Prophet's Guide to Spiritual Warfare 2020-09-01 everything you need to know about fighting and winning your
spiritual battles even as a christian it can be difficult to discern the facts about the supernatural nature of good and evil how
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much has pop culture influenced our ideas about angels and demons why do we as christians face spiritual warfare when the
holy spirit dwells within us what limits exist on satan s powers in thenon prophet s guide to spiritual warfare bestselling author
and illustrator todd hampson gets to the heart of your questions about spiritual battles angels demons the nature of evil and
more with todd s signature combination of light hearted illustrations and thoughtful applications of scripture this guide is both
easy to understand and deeply informative you will learn to discern between cultural myths and biblical facts about the
supernatural recognize the real threats you face while remaining grounded in god s truth understand why being ready to stand
against demonic influence is more important now than ever before the non prophet s guide to spiritual warfare will give you
the resources you need to champion spiritual battles while inspiring you to dive deeper into god s word to equip yourself with
truth
Spiritual Warfare in a Believer's Life 1993 this collection of charles spurgeon s word pictures of the majestic throne of grace
that believers are privileged to come before should be an inspiration for prayer life
Unveiling Spiritual Warfare 2008-11 this book is an unveiling of spiritual warfare for those who hunger and thirst for a deeper
insight into spiritual warfare the revelations found in this book serve as a conduit to see as well as battle in the spiritual realm
against unseen demonic forces this is an excellent teaching tool for the believers january 17 1977 rev shambach held a tent
revival in south florida that night apostle e scott experienced a new birth february 26 1977 she received her calling from god
she saw a bright light and god spoke audibly to her as the pages in her bible turned god gave her a two fold ministry of healing
and deliverance he said go forth and everything you touch shall be blessed and she covenant lord i ll go forth just take care of
my family ethel alexander scott is the chief apostle of three ministries the tree of life alpha where she ordained her son in law
and daughter dasha takela johnson as pastor and co pastor the tree of life bethesda where she ordained her spiritual daughter
suzette hester as pastor she is also the chief apostle over apostle alicia norton s ministries of moreno valley ca god lead her to
implement the tree of life deliverance international ministries mother church in august 20 1992 she is an inactive registered
nurse working full time for the kingdom apostle is the director of vision for life academy founder of hagar s girls home in st
elizabeth jamaica she is the ceo of anointed publications and resource center and holds a b a degree in christian education for
more information on the apostle e scott please log on to myspace com apostlescott
A Woman's Guide to Spiritual Warfare 2017-02-14 groundbreaking spiritual warfare book for women now revised and
updated women everywhere face battles that threaten to overwhelm them a friend s depression a child s destructive choices a
neighbor s broken marriage a husband s failed business a bad medical report but you don t have to watch hopelessly from the
sidelines this is a crucial time for praying women to take their stand in this newly revised and updated edition you ll discover
sound biblical guidelines inspiring stories and practical steps to help you see victory on the battlefront as you understand your
authority in the risen christ you will learn how to overcome forces of evil help loved ones break cycles of bondage and make
your home a place of refuge from spiritual attack all through the power of prayer here is the field guide for every wife mother
sister daughter and friend ready to fight for all she holds dear
Strategic Spiritual Warfare 2021-02-10 this is a true story his eye balls were rolling inside his skull as he came out of cecilia s
home what is the problem we asked him this is not the person i use to know because his behavior changed as we began to pray
for him he turned violent that three of us could hardly hold him down about one hundred and forty four demons were cast out
of him the last twelve demons refused to leave as they claimed ownership of this brother we stood our ground that brother paul
is a child of god we rebuked and cast them out reluctantly they left remaining their leader that also left after all false claims
this violent brother by now was slain in the spirit and slept like a baby for quite some time when he woke up he looked
surprised wondering what has happened what happened was that he had gone and laid hands on this said cecilia when he
heard her screaming and shouting cecilia was not born again and had been demon possessed and ran mental for years the
junior sister who is a christian shared with us in fellowship how the demons that visit or that are in her senior sister cecilia one
day threw her the junior sister out of her own room to the outside no hands seen but she was lifted up and thrown out as paul
laid hands on her demons transferred into paul s hand to his body can a christian be demon possessed or demonized oppressed
depressed or suppressed more inside this book this highly edifying book strategic spiritual warfare winning your battles within
and without expanded version spiritual warfare series book 1 is full of revelations and testimonues it is a page turner that will
help christians who want to win their battles within and battles without to execute their covenant rights as god ordained it this
book based on the author s actual life experiences will open your eyes to deep truths revelations about god s promises in living
an overcoming life as revealed in strategic spiritual warfare spiritual warfare battles within christian living fasting and praying
breaking covenants nullifying curses ungodly delays vows compassion prayers reading this regularly will help activate your
faith for spiritual warfare increase your revelation knowledge and compassion for souls get a copy today and also introduce it
to your friends families and others
Spiritual Warfare 1999-07-09 finally sister emmanuel s new book on spiritual warfare is out spiritual warfare the express lane
to union with god is a much needed exhortation for us to wholeheartedly seize the weapon of prayer in our life we have been
given all the tools we need to fend off the attacks of satan now more than ever we need to pick up these weapons and use them
in our daily spiritual battles this book looks at what spiritual warfare is a battle against evil and encourages us to be on our
guard against it it describes with real examples how cunning the evil one is and how easily we fall into his snares without
realizing it put on the whole armor of god that you may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil for we are not contending
against flesh and blood but against the principalities against the powers against the world rulers of this present darkness
against the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places eph 6 11 12
Spiritual Warfare 2019-11-16 the bible has much to say about the temptations and struggles you face day by day in this nine
session lifeguide bible study will deepen your understanding of spiritual warfare and direct you to god given sources of power
assurance and hope
The Art of Spiritual Warfare 2008-05 although we are living in a physical world there are spiritual battles that we are
engaged in with demonic forces in the spirit world every believer is engaged in a three front war against the devil the world
system and his own flesh whether or not we are aware of it the battlefield is in the spirit realm yet the outcome of these
spiritual battles have an effect on the destinies of people in the natural realm this battle takes place in the invisible spiritual
realm where the stage is set and battle lines have already been drawn against us by demonic forces it is a battle waged against
us by satan and his diabolical cohorts of the dark world if you are to live a victorious life and prevail in these trying times in
which we live it is imperative that you learn how to engage in spiritual warfare lest you fall prey to the whims and vagaries of
the devil sadly today there is near universal paucity in practice in understanding of matters of spiritual warfare as dozens are
of believers are still sailing their boats through shallow streams of spiritual understanding where spiritual warfare is
concerned it is disheartening to note that dozens of believers seem to be inept at spiritual warfare for the most part and are
deficient in understanding of spiritual weapons the lord gave to the church with which to fight our enemy despite its
significance in the christendom today spiritual warfare is the very area where christians have little understanding and a main
reason why they don t achieve the desired results from the lord is because they never engage the enemy in warfare it is for this
reason that this publication has been brought into the limelight as a key weapon in the body of christ to unpack the divine
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revelations of strategic spiritual warfare this book does not just devise the stratagems christians can use to fight against
satanic forces but also unpacks the divine concept of strategic warfare a strategy is an intelligently formulated plan of action
that is used to stay ahead of those who are competing against you it gives you an upper hand or competitive edge over your
opponents strategic warfare therefore implies understanding the art of warfare or how to fight battles in the spirit realm
against satanic forces and influences it connotes to how to fight battles in the spirit realm against satanic forces and influences
and how to cast out demons either from the bodies of their victims or from the environment in your sphere of contact the truth
is that winning the battle is not an outcome of physical muscles or disposition of weapons but an art this means that it requires
a strategic thinking and spiritual intelligence to successfully engineer and won battles in the spirit realm in this publication
apostle frequency revelator therefore unpacks the divine revelation that spiritual warfare is an art that involves developing an
understanding of who your enemy is how he operates what strategies he uses to fight against you what his warfare base or
strongholds are and what his strengths weaknesses opportunities and threats are at a broader length it incorporates a wide
spectrum of spiritual acts such as understanding the spirit realm in which the devil operates how to manoeuvre and navigate
your way in the spirit world how to cast out demons how to obtain a legal precedent against the accuser the devil before the
high court of heaven as well as how to plead cases accusations and petitions lodged against believers before the courts of
heaven at a strategic level spiritual warfare involves undertaking such strategic acts as taking over new territories for jesus
reclaiming territories that have been taken over by enemy through the paradigm of ignorance as well as strategically
occupying political financial media and all other territories that are deemed critical in the proliferation of the gospel this is
what god expect you to do as a heavily armed warrior in his kingdom
Spiritual Warfare spiritual warfare defeating the forces of darkness is a theological and practical book on overcoming the
attacks of the devil christians need to use the many spiritual resources that the lord of hosts the commander in chief of the
heavenly army has provided for us to defeat the attacks of the wicked one dr bailey describes the nine different types of attacks
by demons along with how to respond to each type of attack in order to have victory he also describes satan s organizational
structure of demons and how they scheme to attack people dr bailey has appeared on numerous television shows and was the
producer and host of a weekly series called the christian counselor he has trained police departments about satanic ritual
activities and been a consultant with law enforcement on occult related crime he was appointed by the governor as chairman of
the task force on child abuse and later appointed on the juvenile anti crime task force that helped reduce juvenile crime in
florida since he has many years of experience in dealing with most types of occult and satanic related groups he has done
numerous seminars in churches and christian organizations on the subject dr bailey also has counseled thousands of
demonized people and hundreds of people who were ritually abused since he has led many satanists witches warlocks and
those involved in the occult to christ his insight into the occult has helped him train thousands of christian counselors in
europe canada and throughout the united states and minister to those who have been demonized god has given him many
unique experiences that he has shared in this book which will enrich your life and reveal startling truths about spiritual
warfare and how to have victory over the attacks of satan
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